ABOUT

EVAMOR WATER

KNOW. BETTER. WATER.
At EVAMOR™, we believe in a better water. As not all bottled waters are the same, we challenge you to rethink and redefine your
choices when it comes to water. evamor is an alkaline artesian
water, alive with mineral goodness that helps bring balance to
your diet.
Great Taste And So Much More. Naturally alkaline artesian
water. No harsh filters used. Nothing added or removed. evamor
is great-tasting naturally alkaline artesian water that’s decidedly
smooth and refreshing. But it’s more than that. It’s alkaline-rich
and alive with minerals that neutralize acidity - goodness that
helps balance your diet and your life.
We don’t engineer our water with pseudoscience, take it from a
municipal source or concern ourselves with modern pollutants.
With water that naturally pure, you don’t need to add anything.
You just bottle it.
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Since EVAMOR™ is bottled at the source, the water comes straight
up from the artesian aquifer, is filtered 6 times for sediment, is
filtered once through a UV light, ozonated (blasting with pure
oxygen) at the last second before the cap is applied to the bottled.
evamor’s great taste comes from the alkaline rich mineral blend
infused in the water. The result is a delicious water that’s decidedly smooth in taste.
Alkaline-rich and alive with minerals, EVAMOR™ water is a great
tasting, all-natural artesian water that helps promote a better you.

EVAMOR WATER 24/20 OZ BTL
EVAMOR WATER 12/32 OZ BTL
EVAMOR WATER 8/64OZ BTL
EVAMOR WATER 2/4/64OZ BTL
EVAMOR WATER 2/12/20OZ BT
EVAMOR WATER 2/6/32OZ BTL

Naturally filtered and pure, perfected in a rare naturally alkaline
artesian aquifer that’s protected miles below the ground. Over
thousands of years, mineral deposits in the aquifer have given the
water its high alkalinity. Straight from the aquifer it flows, where
it’s captured and bottled right at the source, here in the USA.

For more information about how to get EVAMOR,
contact your Southern Beverage
representative.
Click HERE

